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Research Group: CASCADE USE

Cascade Use supports the ambition of societal actors towards
a reduced resource use and minimizing CO2 emissions in the
long-term. The members of the research group will develop
and test a key assessment tool. The interdisciplinary work
concentrates on the two core questions of how materials are
integrated into life cycles and when they will become available
for reuse and/or recycling.

Literature

Research Topics

In Cascade Use we concentrate on material related topics in 
car manufacturing and recycling and their potential to reduce 
CO2 emissions, as

• Scrap tire recycling
• Critical metals and material flow assessment
• Life Cycle Assessment
• Design for Resource Efficiency
• Electro mobility (Lithium Ion Batteries, fuel cells)

Example: Scrap tire Recycling

The recycling of tires is not a new technology, but there are
many important issues to look at, especially from the
viewpoint of protection of the environment. Due to the need
of tires on every car, there is still a constant need on scrap tire
recycling. Recovering the rubber and other materials from
scrap tires is the biggest market in scrap tire recycling. There
are many new applications for the recycled rubber.

Ambition

Our research target aims for keeping resources within the
economic cycle as long as possible in order to reduce or even
avoid the use of primary raw materials. For this purpose, the
car will serve as showcase application, respectively the
reuse/recycling of car components with a focus on the market
situation in China and Germany. By calculating the reduction
of CO2 emissions the user can decide for himself how much
he/she wants to contribute to resource efficiency.
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Example: Markets for Resources

Knowledge about markets is essential for economically
reasonable reuse of products. Remanufacturing, for example,
suffers from supply and procurement issues. The loss of
products as supply for remanufacturing to less sustainable
recycling solutions is most probably favoured by potential
profits they generate on different markets.
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